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What’s Included 
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

When using electrical appliances, basic precautions 

should always be followed to reduce the risk of fire, 

electric shock, and injury to person. 
 

Product Description 

The PüreSol can produce a hypochlorous acid disinfectant solution with concentration up 

to 1200ppm. This can quickly kill coronavirus, escherichia coli, staphylococcus aureus, 

candida albicans and other harmful microbes. There are no carcinogenic, teratogenic, 

mutagenic nor other chlorinated compounds. This system can make up to 12 oz of solution. 

 

Can be used on: fruits & vegetables (we recommend rinsing with clean water after use of 

sanitizer on fruits & vegetables) hands, surfaces, homes, offices, restaurants, hotels, 

hospitals, schools, beauty salons, toys, etc.  

 

WARNING ** Please spot test before use. ** 

 

The effective sterilization rate reaches 99.99%. 

 

Operating Instructions 

1. Fill clean water in the PüreSol to just below the indent on the bottle. It should be 

about 4/5 full. 

2. Measure out non-iodized salt with the provided scoop and pour into water. To 

achieve different concentrations, you’ll add different amounts of salt. See chart 

below for details on this. 

3. Allow the salt a few minutes to dissolve into the water. 

4. Twist on the spray nozzle and connect to power. When the power indicator shows a 

single blue light, it means it is connected to power and ready. 

5. Press the “On” button. A constant blue light will emit and you should see bubbles 

start to appear. It will run its cycle automatically shutting off when complete. 

6. After creating the solution, refer to the methods listed in the instructions for proper 

usage. 

Note: Squeeze the trigger slowly when using. If harshly squeezed, solution may not emit 

from the nozzle hose.   
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Salt Usage Concentration 

1 spoon Surface & hand 

sanitizer 

300-500ppm 

2.5 spoons PüreHome 500-800ppm 

4 spoons PüreSpace 1000-1200ppm 

 

General Troubleshooting 
 

Symptom Problem Solution 

PüreSol Not Turning On Not plugged into power Plug into active power 

source. Test outlet 

before plugging in 

Bottle Not Spraying Pressure in nozzle hose Option 1: Hold down 

the trigger for 10 

seconds. Spray gently. 

Spraying too harshly   Take the nozzle off the 

bottle and strongly but 

slowly 3-5 times. 

Reattach and do the 

repeat spraying 

strongly but slowly. 

Electrolyzing Base has 

Residue  

Salt not dissolved during 

process 

Clean base. Upon next 

cycle, allow the salt to 

dissolve properly 

 

 

How to Maintain the PüreSol 

Use clean, filtered water. We recommend washing each component of the PüreSol at least 

once a week. Empty the tank if you plan on leaving it stored for more than 1 week. Before 

storing, make sure to clean and dry each part of the PüreSol. 

 

If you find there is build up on the electrolyzing plate, use a solution of water and vinegar at 

a ratio of 1:1. Allow to soak for 2 minutes, and then gently scrub. 
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Tips for Use 

1. Do not repair or adjust the product base by yourself. 

2. Do not try to replace the power cord by yourself when it is broken. Please email the 

Service Department (service@purepathproducts.com)  

3. Do not use any kind of additive or disinfectant that is not recommended. 

4. Keep the PüreSol sanitizer bottle away from children. 

5. Do not attempt to alter the product. 

6. Immediately turn off the PüreSol sanitizer bottle and unplug the power cord if there is an 

abnormal sound or smell. Contact our Service Department if you require a repair at 

service@purepathproducts.com. 

7. Unplug the PüreSol sanitizer bottle when moving or cleaning. 

8. Unplug the PüreSol sanitizer bottle when not in use. 

9. Do not attempt to empty, fill or tilt the PüreSol sanitizer bottle while in operational mode. 

10. Do not touch the water while it is in operation mode. 

11. Do not turn on the PüreSol sanitizer bottle when there is no water. 

12. Spot test the PüreSol solution before use on surfaces or skin. 

13. Do not use the PüreSol sanitizer bottle directly on a wood or bamboo surface. 

14. Do not scrape or scratch the electrolyzing metal sheet with hard materials. 

15. If your PüreSol sanitizer bottle is broken, please send it back to our warehouse for 

proper disposal: Püre, Attn: Customer Service, 5445 Oceanus Dr, Suite #107, Huntington 

Beach, CA 92649. 

16. To preserve the life of the PüreSol sanitizer bottle and prevent accidents, operate in a 

dry place. 

17. Place the PüreSol sanitizer bottle on a flat, smooth, level surface before operation. 

18. Place the PüreSol sanitizer bottle away from the fire, such as stovetops, and avoid any 

direct sunlight. 

19. Please use the PüreSol sanitizer bottle at the normal environment temperature. 

20. PüreSol solution expires after 1 week of being created. 

21. All components should be used for their intended purpose and as directed. 


